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1 Listening efficiency during lessons under various types of noise

2AQ1 Nicola Prodia) and Chiara Visentin
3 Dipartimento di Ingegneria, Universit�a di Ferrara, Ferrara, Italy

4 (Received 22 June 2015; revised 14 September 2015; accepted 18 September 2015; published
5 online xx xx xxxx)

6 Pupils inside primary school classrooms can be exposed to extraneous noise, impairing their
7 performance in the speech reception process. The different noises show a peculiar impact, depend-
8 ing on their level, spectral content and temporal fine structure. In order to understand how the
9 disturbance is built up over time, in this work a large data set was analyzed, detailing the changes

10 of the pupils’ performance as the lesson progresses from the start to the end. Several types of noise
11 are considered (traffic, tapping and babble noise) and the analysis concerns III to V graders of the
12 Italian primary school (8 to 10 year old pupils). By using as indicators the intelligibility scores, the
13 response time and their ratio, the so-called “listening efficiency,” several findings are achieved.
14 Pupils respond differently to each noise during the course of the lesson. In the best listening
15 conditions, the performance in the speech reception worsens under traffic and babble noise whereas
16 an opposite trend is found under tapping noise. On the contrary adaptation is observed in the worst
17 listening conditions for the traffic noise alone. Moreover, indications are achieved that the age
18 proficiency may affect differently babble noise compared to traffic and tapping noise.

VC 2015 Acoustical Society of America. [http://dx.doi.org/10.1121/1.4932053]

[NX] Pages: 1–11

19 I. INTRODUCTION

20 The effect of noise on pupils’ performance at school has
21 been widely investigated during the years, showing that
22 classroom acoustics affects children listening, learning and
23 behavior.1–4 Chronic exposure to high environmental noise
24 leads to long-term effects: the analysis of the children scores
25 on accuracy tasks (e.g., word recognition or standardized
26 academic tests) highlights the presence of detrimental effects
27 on memory and reading ability and a reduction of children’s
28 attention and motivation.5 In addition, the presence of noise
29 inside classrooms requires the pupils to pay more attention
30 to the speech recognition process, increasing the time and
31 the effort to process the information.6–8 Therefore, when les-
32 sons are held inside noisy classrooms, the pupils continu-
33 ously exert themselves to understand the teacher. The most
34 critical conditions are manifested with structured lexical
35 tasks, such as text comprehension or item retention in the
36 short-term memory, even when the intelligibility of words is
37 nearly perfect.9,10 Thus, only when speech intelligibility is
38 high and at the same time speech reception is easy there can
39 be a release of working memory resources for elaboration,
40 recording, storing and subsequent recall of information
41 which is typical of a learning process.11

42 In order to deal with classroom acoustics the most
43 common approach among regulations is based on granting a
44 certain speech intelligibility and a limited noise annoyance
45 by prescribing appropriate reverberation and sufficiently low
46 noise level, and is implemented by comparing measurable
47 indicators with their ranges of suitability. Despite the robust-
48 ness and widespread usage of the above concepts, they may
49 be not entirely reliable to describe the impact that bad

50acoustics has on the basic elements (for instance memory
51usage) that build up the learning process.12,13

52On the other hand, only tests on a range of specific tasks

53involving several relevant cognitive functions could be

54appropriate to quantify the impact of acoustics on learning,

55but such procedures are impractical as normative tools, and

56at the moment, their usage is restricted to research purposes.

57Thus, it appears that, besides accuracy in speech reception

58brought by intelligibility scores, additional information on

59how “easy” (or “effortless” or “not difficult”) listening is in

60the classroom could be a feasible solution in order to

61enhance the current means of qualification with a measure
62that tapers a prerequisite for effective learning.
63“Listening effort” has been the subject of several studies

64in the field of audiology and can be assessed by dual-task

65experiments, by means of subjective scales of various type

66and by using diverse physiological indices whose rationale is

67resumed in Ref. 14. Recently, the usage of “response time,”

68that is the time elapsed from target item offset to response

69onset, was further validated as a simple “listening effort”

70measure with speech sentences.15 Moreover a rough estimate

71of “listening effort” was also obtained for adults with speech
72transmission index (STI) measures.16,17 Similarly to the sub-

73jective scaling proposed for “listening effort,” the “listening

74difficulty”18 consists in the reporting of subjective impres-

75sions on a scale of four items. Previous studies have shown

76that, under favorable signal-to-noise ratios, “listening

77difficulty” could be more effective than intelligibility scores

78in discerning differences between the listening conditions.18

79When applied to children, “listening difficulty” showed

80some inconsistency,8 which had been pointed out for pupils

81also in Refs. 6 and 19 and is due to a possible mismatch

82between the subjective impression and the effective objec-
83tive performance.
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84 To avoid any ambiguity in the qualification of effort, an

85 approach excluding subjective impressions was proposed, and

86 was also motivated with reference to basic cognitive mecha-

87 nisms.8 The method involves intelligibility scores (IS) as accu-

88 racy measures and the “response time” (RT), which as in Ref.

89 15 is the time elapsed from the end of item presentation to the
90 subject’s response, as a psychophysical measure of effort.
91 The ratio of IS and RT is termed “listening efficiency,”

92 is referred to by DE since it is the “direct” ratio of the quan-

93 tities,8 and is nominally the number of correct items spot

94 within one second. DE has proved to be able to much better

95 identify pupils’ performance in speech reception under

96 adverse acoustical conditions in classrooms rather then IS

97 alone.8 The present study investigates how the “listening

98 efficiency” together with speech intelligibility and response

99 time of III, IV, and V grade pupils (aged 8, 9, and 10, respec-

100 tively) behave during a time interval equivalent to a lesson

101 period. In particular, it is researched whether the perform-

102 ance is stable or not depending on the type of noise and on

103 the proficiency of the students. This information is valuable

104 in order to better understand the specific way noise hampers

105 the overall cognitive features during the lesson by exerting

106 and overloading the pupils with extra effort to reach a given

107 accuracy. In fact, the knowledge of such mechanisms is

108 needed to foster future normative limits and to highlight pri-

109 orities that are to be considered when coping for the noise, in

110 particular during the acoustical design of the school
111 buildings.
112 The present study is based on a subset of the data col-

113 lected in Ref. 20, which are rearranged for the present pur-

114 poses as described in what follows. The materials and methods

115 are explained in Sec. II and in Sec. III, respectively. Results
116 are presented in Secs. IV and V, and discussed in Sec. VI.

117 II. OVERVIEW OF DATA SET

118 A. In situ measures

119 The experiments took place in seven parallelepiped

120 classrooms which served as laboratories inside six primary

121 schools in the city of Ferrara, Italy. None of the rooms had

122 an acoustical treatment and just the interior furniture contrib-

123 uted to the sound absorption with desks, chairs, few maps

124 and seldom book shelves. The classroom volumes span from

125 121 m3 to 187 m3 and the unoccupied mid frequency (aver-

126 age of 500 Hz and 1 kHz octave bands) reverberation times

127 TM varied between 1.65 and 0.90 s. To enlarge the ensemble

128 of conditions each room was also temporarily equipped, dur-

129 ing half of the tests, with sound absorbing melamine blankets

130 in order to further decrease the reverberation time. The range

131 of TM in occupied conditions and with or without temporary
132 treatment varied between 1.00 and 0.60 s.

133 B. Tests setup

134 Tests here considered are for the III, IV, and V grade

135 (that is from 8 to 10 year old pupils), whose testing material

136 consisted in a Diagnostic Rhyme Test (DRT) in the Italian

137 language.21 This material is phonetically balanced and con-
138 sists in pairs of CVCVAQ2 rhyming words.

139Three types of noises were selected to interfere with the

140speech signal, called, respectively, “babble and activity”

141(A), “tapping” (Tp), and “traffic” (Tr). The first one was a

142continuously fluctuating signal created by processing Italian

143audiological test phrases22 according to the established

144ICRA instructions.23 The processed signal has the same fre-

145quency and temporal spectral characteristics as the natural

146speech while carrying no semantic meaning and being com-

147pletely unintelligible. To this signal a few typical activity

148noises were added by digital mixing such as rolling of a pen,

149falling of a pen and turning over of book pages. The tapping

150noise (Tp) was obtained by recording inside a silent labora-

151tory room while impact noise was generated on the floor

152upstairs. This noise was due to the dragging of several chairs

153and hitting the floor with a pole. Finally, the traffic noise (Tr)

154was recorded on the side of a busy road a few meters from

155the track. The long-term averaged spectra of the noises are

156shown in Ref. 20, together with their temporal structure.

157During the test session, A and Tp were played back with an

158omnidirectional source placed inside the classroom whereas

159for Tr a sound system directional loudspeaker was used,

160placed outside the school building, two meters away from
161the facade and directed toward the classroom windows.
162The speech material, consisting in the target words

163preceded by a carrier phrase, was read by a native female

164speaker and was recorded in a silent room with an omnidir-

165ectional microphone at a sampling rate of 44.1 kHz. The sig-

166nal was played back inside the classrooms by a directional

167loudspeaker at “raised,” “loud,” or “normal” vocal efforts,24

168measured at 1 m in front of the loudspeaker. The noise levels

169were varied accordingly as to obtain, at the same position,

170sound to noise ratios (SNRs) of 0, 6, and 12 dBA. In particu-

171lar, for the “babble and activity” condition, the vocal effort

172was fixed at 66 dBA and the noise level changed, whereas

173for traffic and tapping the noise level was fixed at 60 dBA
174and the vocal effort was adjusted.
175The duration of the experiment for each class was 45 to

17655 min, which is comparable to the duration of a lesson. In

177the planning of the tests that interval was subdivided into

178nine slots of almost 5 to 6 min each, corresponding to the

179time needed to the children to go through a basic test unit

180composed of seven DRT word pairs. Each slot of time was

181characterized by one background noise (Tr, Tp, or A)

182whereas the vocal effort varied between the seven words. In

183the planning of the tests the nine conditions investigated (3

184noises� 3 vocal efforts) had been assigned across the slots

185and the classes following a Latin-square design, so that both

186systematic learning effects were avoided and equal probabil-
187ity of the test conditions across the slots was ensured.

188C. Data collection

189The test was administered to all pupils after written

190parental consensus. The initial number of pupils was 589 and

191530 of them were validated. Exclusion of participants was

192evaluated with the help of teachers based on specific learning

193disorders or listening deficits. Pupils were distributed in 33

194classes; the population in each class ranged from 16 to 24
195(Table I). The tests were administered with an automated
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196 system which is capable of managing at once the audio play-

197 back and the collection of the responses. Details on the sys-

198 tem (called Intelligo) can be found elsewhere.25 Here it is to

199 be noted that every pupil had a touchscreen mobile phone in

200 the hands and the words to choose appeared as screenshots

201 immediately after the target word with noise was proposed

202 (teacher’s voice with noise). By these means it was possible

203 to record response time RT, which is the time elapsed from

204 the offset of the target stimulus to the instant when the selec-

205 tion on the touchscreen was done. Once the IS are calculated

206 also DE can be obtained as the ratio of IS and RT.

207 The objective description of the conditions during the

208 listening tests was carried out with the monaural speech

209 transmission index STI: after the experiment, for each of the

210 33 classes, impulse responses were collected and signal and

211 noise levels measured at four measurement positions. In the

212 following analysis, a four-position averaged value of STI

213 was used to characterize the whole classroom space under a

214 given condition. The choice was supported by the limited

215 variations of the STI values in the classrooms, resulting in a

216 maximum deviation from the average value of 60.05 (found

217 in the largest location with the less numerous class).

218 However, in 90% of the classes the deviation was limited to

219 0.04, which is a reference interval derived in Ref. 16 from

220 the typical uncertainty of STI values.

221 III. RUN-TIME ANALYSIS

222 In the present work the changes of DE during a time pe-

223 riod typical of a lesson are analyzed: the results for a given

224 noise which were collected from different classes of equal

225 grade are used to fill the nine slots, in order to derive a sort

226 of time-history of the test results for that case. An example

227 of the procedure employed is reported in Table II for two III

228 grade classes. Each “slotted” point represents the average

229 over the four measurements positions which hosted all the

230 pupils of a class. Because of the randomization of the tests,

231 some slots had more points than others while some slots had

232 only few points for some conditions.

233 In order to prepare the data for statistical analysis, they

234 were further stratified for each grade and noise condition

235 according to the STI ranges that in the norm24 are matched

236 with the ratings of communication quality, that is STI< 0.30

237 for Bad, 0.30<STI< 0.45 for Poor, 0.45< STI< 0.60 for

238 Fair, and finally 0.60<STI< 0.75 for Good. Data were fur-

239 ther merged in a GoodþFair stratum on one side and in a

240 BadþPoor on the opposite side of the STI range.

241Finally, after stratification, the population of the slots

242for each stratum could be fixed and is reported in Table III.

243As can be seen the Good stratum in the A noise presents lim-

244ited population since only very few classrooms actually had

245favorable conditions. In this and similar cases the Good stra-

246tum was not analyzed independently and only the pooled

247GoodþFair intervals were considered.

248It is to be remarked that the present analysis differs sub-

249stantially from the data arrangement in Ref. 20. In fact in

250Ref. 20, the DE data were pooled by grade and noise disre-

251garding the specific slot, so that the results achieved there

252could be only considered as “lesson time-averages,” without

253any insight into the trend of quantities during the course of

254the time interval typical of a lesson. On the contrary the pres-

255ent elaborations will deal exclusively with the slotted data in

256order to investigate how the lesson-averaged values are built

257up by the run-time trends. Since DE is obtained as the ratio

258of IS and RT it is useful to apply the same analysis to the lat-

259ter quantities as described in what follows.

260IV. RESULTS

261A. Overview of significant cases

262The course of the performance, effort, and speech intel-

263ligibility during the lesson period can be evaluated

TABLE I. Number of classes and the related number of pupils for each

grade participating in the experiments.

Grade Age Number of classes

Population

All Valid M F

III 8 11 197 184 89 95

IV 9 13 214 189 101 88

V 10 9 178 157 74 83

Total 33 589 530 264 266

TABLE II. Example of the derivation of run-time data using two III grade

classes. The series of noises and conditions for each class was obtained with

a latin-square design. Then the slot sequences for the noises (A, Tp, or Tr)

were obtained by filling each slot with the data coming from those classes

which performed the specific noise test during the slot under consideration.

For example in the table the third slot for Tr will include data from class

IIIA, and that for Tp will include data for IIIB and so forth.

Test Sequence: Slot Number

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

IIIB A Tr Tp Tr A Tr Tp A Tp

IIIA Tr Tp Tr A Tp A Tr Tp A

Slotted Noise Sequence

A IIIB IIIA IIIB IIIA IIIB IIIA

Tr IIIA IIIB IIIA IIIB IIIB IIIA

Tp IIIA IIIB IIIA IIIB IIIA IIIB

TABLE III. Number of samples for the strata. For each grade and stratum

the number of samples in the cell corresponds to the sum over the nine slots

of that condition (i.e., for III grade, Tr noise and “BadþPoor” stratum the

50 samples are spread over the nine slots). Each single sample is obtained as

the average of four positions in one classroom. Each position hosted from

four to six pupils.

BadþPoor Bad Poor Fair Good FairþGood

III Tr 50 16 34 29 6 35

Tp 49 17 32 38 9 47

A 20 11 9 9 2 11

IV Tr 67 26 41 35 9 44

Tp 60 21 39 45 12 57

A 26 12 14 11 1 13

V Tr 43 19 24 33 6 39

Tp 39 12 27 32 9 41

A 15 7 8 8 2 10
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264 graphically and, as an example, the course of DE for the A,
265 Tr, and Tp noises is shown in Fig. 1 for grade V. In the plots
266 the set of data in each slot for a given stratum have been
267 averaged to allow a more clear presentation (e.g., in Fig. 1
268 the point corresponding to the first slot of the Fair stratum is
269 the average DE value of the six classes performing the test
270 in that acoustic condition). The best fit linear regressions are
271 also included for ease of trend recognition. As it can be seen
272 from Fig. 1, a general course of the values can be graphically
273 outlined in some cases and the same would be true for few
274 trends in other grades, noises, and quantities.

275In order to validate the trends and better investigate also

276the effect of speech intelligibility and response time, a dedi-

277cated statistical analysis was implemented which was based

278on a rank ordering correlation of Spearman type between

279slot number and the quantity under investigation (in turn DE,

280RT, and IS). Since the points within each stratum had not the

281same objective STI values, and STI may itself correlate with

282the three quantities,8 it was necessary to control for the

283point-specific STI by employing a partial correlation analy-

284sis, where such dependence could be taken out of the main

285expected effect. So the data were processed by partial corre-

286lation and the significance of the results was evaluated too.

287In this case the null hypothesis (H0) is that there is no corre-

288lation whereas the alternative hypothesis (H1) is that there is

289non-zero correlation or, in other words, that the trend

290increases (or decreases) during the equivalent lesson time.

291The respective p values were thus calculated by using a spe-

292cific right or left tail depending on the expected effect. The

293choice of H1 in fact was decided after a preliminary statisti-

294cal analysis performed in Refs. 26 and 27, which first
295showed some gross trends.
296Table IV resumes the number and type of significant

297cases for the Spearman’s partial correlation coefficients at

298the level of a¼ 0.05. According to the effect size interpreta-

299tion of correlation coefficients provided in Ref. 28, these

300data are subdivided between 0.3 <jqj < 0:5 (medium effect

301size) and jqj � 0:5 (large effect size) while data in the

302range 0.1 <jqj < 0:3 (small effect size) are not included in

303Table IV since no such value reached significance at

304a¼ 0.05. The last row of Table IV reports the totals of the

305significant cases according to quantity. It is seen that for 5

306(IS), 16 (RT), and 10 (DE) out of 48 values (6 strata� 3

307noise types� 3 grades minus the 6 clustered Fair and Good
308strata under A), the null hypothesis H0 of no change during
309the lesson period has to be rejected.
310Being listening efficiency the ratio of IS and RT, its sig-

311nificant trends develop from a complex interplay of the other

312two. Only for a subgroup the three quantities are all signifi-

313cant at a¼ 0.05 while in some cases DE satisfies a looser

314a¼ 0.1: this will happen primarily when some significant RT
315trends are not confirmed by the respective IS values.
316As regards the strength of the correlations in terms of

317Spearman’s q, there is a prevalence of medium effect sizes

318but several large ones are found. In particular RT points out
319the biggest number of jqj � 0:5 trends (seven cases),

FIG. 1. Plot of listening efficiency (DE) regressions for the V grade. In (a)

the Tr noise, in (b) the Tp noise and in (c) the A noise. In order to have a

sufficient ease of reading in the figures, a simple modification of the data

was accomplished. Each point in the plots is the average of the values of the

classes concurring at that slot. For the same scope the best fit linear regres-

sion lines are drawn on the data for each case. Spearman’s correlation q
coefficients and the respective p values are included. An asterisk indicates

significance at the a¼ 0.05 level. In frame (c) the strata Good and Fair are

merged in the presentation as in the analysis (see also Tables V, VI, and

VII), since the Good stratum has only 2 points (see Table III last line).

TABLE IV. Number and repartition of the significant Spearman’s partial

correlation cases at a¼ 0.05 according to the quantities under examination

and to pupils’ grades. The numbers in parenthesis indicate strength of effect

(Ref. 28) AQ3. Leftmost figure is for jqj � 0:5 (large correlation) while rightmost

one indicates 0.3 <jqj < 0:5 (medium correlation). The totals according to

quantity are reported in the last row and those related to grade in the last

column.

IS (%) RT (s) DE (s�1) Total

V 4 (1;3) 9 (4;5) 8 (4;4) 21 (9;12)

IV 1 (0;1) 4 (2;2) 2 (0;2) 7 (2;5)

III — 3 (1;2) — 3 (1;2)

Total 5 (1;4) 16 (7;9) 10 (4;6) 31 (12;19)
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320 whereas DE (four) and IS (one) are generally not as
321 effective.
322 The sums of the row values are reported in the rightmost
323 column of Table IV to obtain the totals according to the
324 grade. The figures increase with the age of the testers from 3
325 (III grade, all obtained by RT) to 7 (IV grade) and finally to
326 the V grade with a remarkable 21.
327 Despite a satisfactory and useful data set was accom-
328 plished, and that the trends could be outlined, the statistical
329 analysis highlighted that significant correlations existed only
330 for a minority of the cases. This was actually expected due
331 to the nature of the slotted data set. In fact the values
332 included within each slot pertain to different classrooms,
333 which belong to different schools and, although they share
334 the same STI stratum, they refer to not coincident specific
335 STI values and to in situ acoustical conditions that may dif-
336 fer somehow. By definition, speech transmission index val-
337 ues can be realized with different combinations of spectral
338 signal-to-noise ratio and reverberation time, and the respec-
339 tive perceived subjective impressions may be not entirely
340 matching. This occurrence causes unavoidable variability in
341 the data set but, on the other hand, allows to generalize the
342 present findings to realistic in situ conditions without the
343 need for further a priori assumptions apart from volume,
344 reverberation time, and type of noise.

345 B. Better acoustical conditions

346 In the Tables V, VI, and VII, all of the specific q and p
347 values are detailed, respectively, for DE, IS, and RT; p

348values are in bold character when below a¼ 0.05 and in
349Italic when below a¼ 0.1. The top frame is for grade V,
350while the mid and bottom frames are for IV and III grade,
351respectively.
352The subset of significant correlations can be closely
353investigated, starting from the most favorable acoustical con-
354ditions (that is strata Fair, Good, and FairþGood). It is
355seen in Table V for DE that the V grade shows significant
356results for the three noises in the GoodþFair stratum and
357for Tr this happens separately for Good (p¼ 0.003) and Fair
358(p¼ 0.038). Activity noise shows the largest effect size with
359a negative correlation (q¼�0.666) and also Tr presents neg-
360ative correlation (q¼�0.381), but the effect size is almost
361halved with respect to A. So the performance of V graders is
362not stable during the equivalent lesson hour, but in case of A
363and Tr it may decrease, and statistics indicate that this find-
364ing is easier to detect for A. Then Tp noise shows in the
365GoodþFair stratum a significant reversed trend caused by a
366positive correlation with a medium effect size (q¼þ0.332).
367This behavior is driven by the Fair stratum whereas the
368Good one, though not significant, shows a decreasing trend.
369That is to say that, contrary to the previous cases, perform-
370ance under Tp can even improve during the lesson. The val-
371ues for IS and RT corresponding to the above conditions are
372found in Tables VI and VII. For IS, the values in Tr for Fair
373(p¼ 0.006) and GoodþFair (p¼ 0.002) are congruent with
374DE whereas the Good stratum fails slightly significance
375(p¼ 0.08). Data for both Tp and A are generally not signifi-
376cant. On the contrary, the V grade RT significant cases in
377Table VII are matched to the respective DE ones almost
378completely (the only exception is in the Tr Fair stratum).

TABLE V. Listening efficiency DE: Spearman’s partial correlation coeffi-

cients and related p values for III, IV and V grades under Tr, Tp and A

noises. The partial correlation controls for the STI values as to take out the

dependency between DE and STI. Values in bold are p< 0.05 and in italic

when p< 0.1. Data for “Good” and “Fair” in case of noise A are merged due

to smaller sample size of the two strata in isolation (see Table III).

Traffic (Tr) Tapping (Tp) Babble (A)

q p Value q p Value q p Value

Grade V

BadþPoor 0.305 0.026 0.215 0.097 0.155 0.298

Bad 0.650 0.002 �0.191 0.287 �0.092 0.431

Poor 0.020 0.464 0.31 0.061 �0.329 0.764

Fair �0.323 0.038 0.502 0.002 — —

Good �0.970 0.003 �0.398 0.165 — —

GoodþFair �0.381 0.01 0.332 0.018 �0.666 0.025

Grade IV

BadþPoor �0.124 0.158 �0.107 0.209 0.224 0.141

Bad �0.313 0.064 �0.283 0.113 0.363 0.136

Poor �0.037 0.41 �0.092 0.291 0.369 0.108

Fair �0.334 0.027 �0.073 0.319 — —

Good �0.398 0.165 �0.255 0.225 — —

GoodþFair �0.361 0.009 �0.112 0.205 0.148 0.332

Grade III

BadþPoor 0.017 0.545 �0.005 0.514 0.315 0.095

Bad �0.045 0.437 0.154 0.285 0.545 0.052

Poor 0.128 0.139 �0.117 0.532 �0.219 0.602

Fair 0.197 0.168 �0.099 0.28 — —

Good �0.127 0.436 �0.234 0.289 — —

GoodþFair 0.085 0.676 �0.129 0.196 �0.302 0.198

TABLE VI. Speech intelligibility IS: Spearman’s partial correlation coeffi-

cients and related p values for III, IV and V grades under Tr, Tp and A

noises. Values in bold are p< 0.05 and in italic when p< 0.1.

Traffic (Tr) Tapping (Tp) Babble (A)

q p Value q p Value q p Value

Grade V

BadþPoor 0.060 0.354 �0.074 0.328 0.001 0.49

Bad 0.441 0.038 �0.582 0.030 �0.407 0.212

Poor �0.155 0.239 0.069 0.369 �0.228 0.311

Fair �0.444 0.006 0.268 0.072 — —

Good �0.731 0.080 �0.377 0.178 — —

GoodþFair �0.462 0.002 0.124 0.222 �0.483 0.094

Grade IV

BadþPoor �0.220 0.037 �0.138 0.149 �0.032 0.440

Bad �0.335 0.051 �0.207 0.191 �0.236 0.250

Poor �0.162 0.156 �0.135 0.210 0.081 0.397

Fair �0.259 0.070 �0.001 0.496 — —

Good 0.082 0.424 �0.136 0.345 — —

GoodþFair �0.226 0.073 �0.049 0.361 0.092 0.394

Grade III

BadþPoor 0.022 0.440 �0.012 0.470 �0.175 0.240

Bad 0.070 0.408 0.086 0.376 0.074 0.420

Poor 0.007 0.490 �0.098 0.402 �0.472 0.119

Fair �0.005 0.490 �0.115 0.249 — —

Good �0.409 0.247 �0.049 0.455 — —

GoodþFair 0.085 0.324 �0.118 0.218 �0.233 0.259
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379 Coming to the DE for the IV graders (Table V, central

380 frame), they are subject to decrease in Tr only (p¼ 0.009 in

381 GoodþFair and p¼ 0.027 in Fair), whereas no trend is

382 depicted for A and Tp. This occurrence is confirmed by the

383 respective response time cells in Table VII only for the

384 GoodþFair stratum, whereas IS (Table VI) does not show

385 any significant trend.

386 Finally, the better acoustical conditions are examined

387 for the III grade. Scanning quantities and noises there

388 appears just one isolated significant value for RT with noise

389 Tr in the Fair stratum, but this value is not confirmed neither

390 by the other quantities nor in the other strata, and thus is not

391 discussed further.

392 Putting together the data presented so far regarding bet-

393 ter acoustical conditions, the trend effects are demonstrated

394 and it can also be argued that the phenomena are mediated

395 by the intrinsic nature of noise, which regulates the preva-

396 lence or not of one course (increase or decrease) depending

397 on the acoustical conditions.

398 C. Worse acoustical conditions

399 The analysis of Table V for DE is to be extended to the

400 worse strata (Bad, Poor, BadþPoor), where surprisingly

401 some significant rank correlations are found. This happens in

402 the case of V grade for Tr, BadþPoor (p¼ 0.026) and Bad
403 (p¼ 0.002) where an increasing trend of DE is observed. It

404 is noteworthy that the same cases are found to be significant

405 for RT (Table VII) and partly for IS (only for Bad). Passing

406 to DE for Tp, V grade, in BadþPoor and in Poor, a similar

407 increasing tendency is manifested, but both cases fail slightly

408the significance testing though having not negligible effect

409size, that is BadþPoor: p¼ 0.097, q¼ 0.215 (small effect

410size) and Poor: p¼ 0.061, q¼ 0.310 (medium effect size).

411Differently, in these cases the corresponding cells for RT in

412Table VII are both significant (BadþPoor with p¼ 0.023
413and Poor with p¼ 0.015) but this does not happen for IS.
414Thus, for V grade, the improvement of performance dur-

415ing the more noisy lessons, which could be referred to as

416“adaptation,” is entirely effective in Tr, whereas in Tp is only

417partially so, thanks to the significant RT trend. Other graders

418under Tp and Tr do not show the same tendency since none

419case reaches significance for DE (in fact only one value is

420found for IS in IV grade in BadþPoor). Probably for younger

421children the adaptation under Tr or Tp is either masked by the

422causes of variability highlighted above (Sec. II A) or this trend

423stems from a combination of developmental skills which sim-

424ply do not come into play until a certain maturity of the test-

425ers. In this second case and according to the present findings

426it seems reasonable to set an age reference close to 10 years.

427However, the final verification of this two hypotheses would

428require more specific tests and cannot be resolved within this
429data set.
430Coming to DE for the activity noise, one finds not

431significant values for both IV and V grades, while the most

432telling results (though only significant at a¼ 0.1) are for the

433positive correlations in III grade for Bad (p¼ 0.052,

434q¼ 0.545) and BadþPoor (p¼ 0.095, q¼ 0.315) strata. But

435the analysis for IV and III grades becomes very interesting

436when RT data are considered (Table VII). In particular it is

437seen that for both grades A has significant decreasing trends

438with remarkable effect sizes, which are not found neither for

439other noises nor for the V grade under the same noise. The

440respective IS trends fail significance and thus for A only a

441“partial” adaptation involving RT can be depicted, and this

442is effective for younger children. Unfortunately the present

443statistics is not robust enough to establish a clear ranking

444between III and IV grade, but some indications from litera-

445ture do help in formulating a possible explanation. In fact, as

446reported in the review,5 inside primary classrooms the

447expected level of internal noise, which has the closest

448similarity with the present activity noise, increases with the

449decrease of the grade. Younger pupils are thus more exposed

450to this type of noise and, thanks to a known capability of gat-

451ing a familiar noise disturbances,29 they profit from a relative

452advantage during the stage of information processing.

453Nonetheless, it is to be remarked that this benefit is not suffi-

454cient to grant a better lesson-average performance to

455younger pupils compared to older ones, since the increase of

456proficiency with age has a stronger opposite effect on the
457average performance (see Sec. VI A).

458V. OUTLINE OF THE ROLE OF SPEECH
459INTELLIGIBILITY AND RESPONSE TIME

460In order to further explain the mechanisms behind the

461deterioration of performance during the lesson, the analysis

462was focused on the four significant cases highlighted by DE

463for the GoodþFair stratum for V (all three noises) and for
464IV (only Tr). To this aim the percentage losses with respect

TABLE VII. Response time RT: Spearman’s partial correlation coefficients

and related p values for III, IV and V grades under Tr, Tp and A noises.

Values in bold are p< 0.05 and in italic when p< 0.1.

Traffic (Tr) Tapping (Tp) Babble (A)

q p Value q p Value q p Value

Grade V

BadþPoor �0.415 0.003 �0.325 0.023 �0.331 0.124

Bad �0.743 0.001 0.001 0.499 �0.146 0.609

Poor �0.279 0.098 �0.428 0.015 �0.557 0.453

Fair 0.245 0.092 �0.528 0.001 — —

Good 0.932 0.010 0.308 0.229 — —

GoodþFair 0.311 0.031 �0.435 0.002 0.6809 0.022

Grade IV

BadþPoor �0.063 0.307 0.005 0.484 �0.454 0.011

Bad 0.076 0.641 0.190 0.211 �0.578 0.031

Poor �0.144 0.185 �0.007 0.516 �0.600 0.015

Fair 0.276 0.057 0.167 0.140 — —

Good 0.367 0.186 0.197 0.281 — —

GoodþFair 0.317 0.019 0.192 0.078 �0.171 0.308

Grade III

BadþPoor �0.113 0.778 �0.097 0.256 �0.403 0.044

Bad 0.051 0.428 �0.265 0.161 �0.608 0.031

Poor �0.230 0.103 0.018 0.077 �0.060 0.110

Fair �0.358 0.036 0.027 0.438 — —

Good 0.244 0.346 0.289 0.243 — —

GoodþFair 0.085 0.324 0.062 0.341 0.276 0.220
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465 to the initial values were calculated from best fit regression
466 lines in Figs. 2(a), 2(b), and 2(c) which are (DE), (IS), and
467 (RT), respectively. The results are reported in Table VIII. It
468 is to be recalled that a positive DE loss coincides with the
469 previous decrease of listening efficiency, and the same
470 concept is applied to IS. On the contrary a positive RT loss
471 witnesses a quicker and thus easier reception process. It is
472 also useful to recall that, as outlined in Ref. 8, when low-
473 context test material is used,30 the response time is more
474 linked to the “top down” part of the speech understanding
475 (i.e., filling the information gaps in the disrupted message
476 for instance by using the language prior knowledge),
477 whereas IS are more sensitive to the sensory cues (i.e.,
478 “bottom up” part of the cognitive process, that is building

479the message form phonemic and acoustic components).

480These basic criteria allow to identify the interplay of cogni-

481tive resources that build up pupils’ response deterioration

482caused by noises during the lesson period.

483By considering in Table VIII the values of DE for V

484under Tr and A, one can see a loss for both, which is 23.1%

485for Tr and 17.2% for A, but the decrease in performance is

486realized in a peculiar way for each of the two noises. First,

487for Tr one finds a decrease of IS whilst for A the intelligibil-

488ity scores are almost constant. The practical meaning of this

489finding can be understood by considering the ranges pro-

490vided in Ref. 24, that match intelligibility scores with the rat-

491ing of communication quality. In case of Tr, which starts at

492IS equal to 95% and then drops by 9.5% of this value, one

493would shift from a rating of Good to a Fair one during the

494lesson, whereas for A one would keep the Fair rating due to

495an almost constant IS behavior. In synthesis the continuous

496exposition to Tr noise stresses pupils’ resources so that accu-

497racy in resolving the energetic masking deteriorates during

498the lesson, while accuracy of reception under A is worse

499from the beginning but is only faintly affected by a continu-
500ous exposition.

501Second, as regards RT, the initial values of both noises

502are surely above the reference ones for comfort. In fact the

503reference values, measured in anechoic conditions with

504SNR� 30 dB, are (1.6 6 0.3) s for V grade and (1.8 6 0.3) s

505for IV grade.20 During the lesson period Tr, starting from a

506lower point, gains 13.8% RT while A increases by 20.6%.

507This means that under both noises deciphering the available

508information during the lesson becomes more effortful, but

509pupils are capable to keep a satisfactory accuracy only in A,

510whereas the increased effort in Tr is not sufficient to avoid a

511drift toward lower IS.

512Furthermore, it is interesting to note that under Tr also

513IV grade behaves similarly to grade V, even though the trend

514of IS loss is only significant at a¼ 0.1. Keeping this limit in

515mind one can see that IS loss is 11.2% in IV compared to

5169.5% in V, and that the RT loss is �17.6% in IV compared

517to �13.8% in V. Both changes seem amplified in IV com-

518pared to V and it can be hypothesized that these results stem

519from the peculiar group proficiency. More specifically this

520finding suggests that younger pupils generally achieve an in-

521ferior average performance (see Sec. VI A) due to a greater

522run-time deterioration of the basic speech reception mecha-

523nisms. Unfortunately this idea, which deserves future inves-

524tigation, cannot be confirmed by the III graders because all

525of the respective trends fail significance due to the more
526scattered nature of the data.

527Last, Tp for V grade in Table VII shows some 27%

528improvement in the listening efficiency during the lesson.

529The respective IS trend is not significant (p¼ 0.222), which

530keeps intelligibility in the Fair rating interval

531(80%< IS< 93%). RT decreases greatly and is thus fully re-

532sponsible for the DE trend. So, contrary to A, under Tp the

533effort required to maintain accuracy is released during the

534lesson. This is a clear indication that such type of noise is

535more easily filtered by the V grade pupils or, in other words,

536that they appear resilient to Tp.

FIG. 2. Plots of the regressions obtained for the cases outlined in Table VIII

for V and IV grades in the GoodþFair stratum. In (a) the listening effi-

ciency DE, in (b) the speech intelligibility scores IS and in (c) the response

time RT. Details on modification of data for presentation as in Fig. 1.

Spearman’s correlation q coefficients and the respective p values are

included. An asterisk indicates significance at the a¼ 0.05 level.
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537 VI. DISCUSSION

538 A. Merging with time-averaged listening efficiency
539 results

540 The present findings on the DE run-time trends can be
541 merged with the lesson-averaged DE results to fully describe
542 the noise intrusion process. In Tables IX and X, the lesson-
543 averaged results are resumed for the grades and for the
544 noises, respectively. They are presented in the form of
545 inequalities that describe the rank orders obtained by means
546 of a dedicated statistical analysis comparing the distributions
547 of the lesson-averaged listening efficiencies.20 Both for
548 noises and grades one can see that the better strata contribute
549 in defining a clear ordering, whereas this does not happen in
550 the worse acoustical conditions. Concerning the grades in
551 Table IX, it is verified that the listening efficiency of V is
552 better than both IV and III (column “FairþGood”) and just
553 for noise Tr one finds equality between the last two. As
554 detailed in Ref. 20, where a full discussion can be found to-
555 gether with the analysis of the separated IS and RT behav-
556 iors, the inequalities in Table IX can be justified with the
557 improvement of the children skills stemming from the devel-
558 opmental process which is typical of the age range under
559 investigation.
560 As regards the ranking of noises obtained with the
561 lesson-averaged DE results, one can see in Table X that DE
562 for A is worst for each grade and then Tp and Tr are always
563 following in ascending order of performance. Then, in sum-
564 mary, the time-averaged lesson data show that, within the
565 same objective STI ranges, a better performance is achieved
566 in the classroom for Tr and lesser and lesser, respectively,
567 for Tp and A.
568 In order to match the run-time and the time-averaged
569 results presented above it has to be recalled that, for each
570 noise and grade, one finds specific initial values of DE
571 course at the start-up of the lesson. The time-average per-
572 formance during Tr resulted the highest (that is Tr>Tp>A

573last column of Table X), but run-time data showed that DE

574under Tr is subject to deterioration during the lesson (in par-

575ticular IV–V grades, GoodþFair). Also in A (V grade) one

576finds a run-time decrease, but in this case the resulting aver-

577age values are lowest. A more unclear view is depicted for

578Tp since results with an inverse trend are achieved by run-

579time analysis, whereas, as recalled above, the average behav-

580ior was validated as intermediate between A and Tr. Besides

581the type of noise, the trends are mediated also by the age and

582thus by the skill of the pupils. In particular, while Tr causes a

583drop of performance both in V and IV, not significant p
584results are achieved in the better conditions for III grade.

585Moreover under better acoustics the effect of A and Tp is sig-
586nificant for V grade only, but it is not for IV and III.

587One can argue that the proficiency of pupils is mani-

588fested during the lesson as a peculiar performance reaction

589to the noise stimulus, and not only as higher or lower DE

590values when averaged during the whole lesson as the previ-

591ous experiments showed. In particular older pupils seem ca-

592pable of managing the noise intrusion more effectively at the

593start-up of the lesson period, since only due to a continuous

594exposition their performance deteriorates. As a result, their

595respective averaged performance is still better for each noise

596(Table IX, column FairþGood), since younger students do
597not show a similar behavior.

598B. Effects on pupils

599The previous analysis demonstrates that the allocation

600of the available cognitive resources that older pupils can

601implement to cope for the noise do vary during a lesson pe-

602riod, is adapted to the input conditions and is not equally

603effective for the three types of noise considered in the above

604experiments. In particular, as explained in Sec. V when con-

605sidering Table VIII, V grade pupils are able to substantially

606keep a less-than-optimal accuracy as described by intelligi-
607bility scores but at the expense of an increased effort as

TABLE VIII. Percentage of loss of IS, RT and DE for Tr, Tp and A estimated from the best regression lines with respect to the initial value (reported in square

brackets). Data refer to the subset of four significant cases of DE for V and IV in the GoodþFair stratum taken from Table IV. In two IS cases an asterisk (*)

denotes significance at a¼ 0.1. The former is V grade for A (p¼ 0.094, q¼�0.48) and the latter is IV grade for Tr (p¼ 0.073, q¼�0.226).

GoodþFair

Traffic (Tr) Tapping (Tp) Babble (A)

%IS loss %RT loss %DE loss %IS loss %RT loss %DE loss %IS loss %RT loss %DE loss

V 9.5 [95] �13.8 [1.93] 23.1 [0.52] �4.4 [85.5]a 19.1 [2.38] �27 [0.37] �2.5 [80.3]* �20.6 [2.07] 17.2 [0.41]

IV 11.2 [90]* �17.6 [2.02] 24.3 [0.46] — — — — — —

aThis trend is not significant (p¼ 0.222) and was reported for completeness. In the text IS is assumed constant across slots in this case.

TABLE IX. (From Ref. 20): Listening efficiency (DE); results of the ordering of the lesson-averaged data for the noises. The abbreviations Tr, Tp and A repre-

sent the respective statistical distributions and the subscript refers to the grade. The inequalities are referred to the statistical distributions of listening efficiency

(DE) and are obtained by stochastic ordering procedure (Ref. 26). Full ordering is achieved with darker grey background and partial ordering with a lighter

one.AQ4

Noise type

Strata

Bad Poor Fair Good FairþGood

Tr TrIII¼TrIV¼TrV TrIII¼TrIV¼TrV TrIII 5 TrIV < TrV TrIII¼TrIV¼TrV TrIII 5 TrIV < TrV

Tp TpIII¼TpIV¼TpV TpIII 5 TpIV < TpV TpIII < TpIV 5 TpV TpIII < TpIV < TpV TpIII < TpIV < TpV

A AIII¼AIV¼AV AIII 5 AIV<AV AIII<AIV 5 AV AIII 5 AIV<AV AIII < AIV < AV
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608 response time indicates, while Tr is detrimental for both IS
609 and RT. An increase in the RT can be interpreted as a symp-
610 tom of “fatigue” since the same task requires longer time to
611 be completed. Toward the end of the period a cumulative
612 effect can be expected, so that exertion will impede to follow
613 the lesson and cause the probable giving up of the students.
614 If this deteriorating mechanism becomes customary in the
615 school experience of children it can severely expose them to
616 the occurrence of “learned helplessness” which is well docu-
617 mented in the literature.29

618 Moreover, the present findings are coherent with previ-
619 ous studies which used physiological measures, such as cor-
620 tisol levels, to evaluate fatigue in school children6 and which
621 found that classroom noise level is related to stress reactions
622 among children, such as fatigue and headache and a reduced
623 diurnal cortisol variability.31

624 While there is a consensus on the tiring effect of noise
625 on children performance (even with exceptions due to possi-
626 ble arousal effects in some cases) the interpretation of the
627 adaptation to acute noise (that is not chronic) is not as clear.
628 Few studies outline adaptation after a short exposition,
629 whereas others affirm the absence of adaptation.32 The
630 explanation lays in the presence or not of short breaks with
631 relatively calm conditions which are fit to clear the adapta-
632 tion process. In the present experiments breaks were pro-
633 vided only after 45 to 55 min, so that the rather long session
634 proposed realized conditions compatible with the appearance
635 of adaptation.
636 Under worse acoustical conditions the adaptation, when
637 applicable, cannot be considered as a strategy to prevent the
638 pupils from the adverse effects of noise on performance in
639 word recognition. In fact, with reference to Table V for Tr in
640 grade V, Bad stratum, one finds that in this case, which is
641 significant for all of the three quantities, the respective intel-
642 ligibility scores increase from 53% to 66% thus shifting
643 from a Bad to a Poor rating,24 which is obviously not accept-
644 able as a target for speech intelligibility in the classrooms. A
645 partial adaptation was also found for III and IV grade pupils
646 under worse activity noise since response time had a
647 decreasing trend. This finding was traced back to the more
648 recent exposition of younger classes to a louder version of a
649 similar type of noise. Although the finding is intriguing,
650 the intelligibility scores were not affected and listening
651 efficiency was only faintly touched. Thus, the effective bene-
652 fit for the pupils is difficult to estimate.
653 In a more general perspective the issues highlighted
654 so far link acoustics, lesson organization and the strategies
655 to control the adverse effects of noises on students. For
656 instance, in better but still not optimal conditions the

657management of short breaks during the lesson may compen-
658sate somehow the expected decrease in performance, thus
659mitigating for the pupils the effect of noise and reverbera-
660tion. This will be most effective for higher external traffic
661noise and for internal activity noise levels especially for
662older groups. The former case applies for classrooms directly
663exposed to road noise in dense urban areas, whereas the lat-
664ter is typical of lesson styles involving group work, which is
665more and more valorized besides frontal lesson. Fortunately,
666tapping noise from the upper floor, whose control is hardly
667possible by the teacher of the disturbed class, seems not as
668critical as the other two. On the other hand, an effective
669management of classroom noise by the teachers requires
670both awareness of the potential differential impact of noises
671across tasks and a specific training to modulate the effects of
672noise; in one specific research33 both aspects showed large
673room for improvement.

674VII. CONCLUSIONS

675Comfortable listening in the educational premise is
676mandatory for learning, and this prompted to investigate
677how performance, qualified here by means of the number of
678words correctly understood within 1 s, is developed under
679noise conditions during a lesson both on a run-time and on a
680time-average basis. Similar or equal time-average values of
681listening efficiency are found to be realized in peculiar ways
682depending on the match of run-time speech intelligibility
683scores and response times. The joint use of the two quantities
684is able to depict the impact of noise on the masking of the
685signal and on the cognitive resources involved in the deci-
686phering process. In summary the main findings of the work
687can be outlined as follow:

688• Better listening conditions: probably due to the nature of
689the data set, “fatigue” was only verified for older pupils in
690some cases and, based on the number of congruent signifi-
691cant results, also a dependence on the type of noise was
692observed. In particular Tr and A are consistent in the
693decrease of efficiency, whereas Tp has a prevalent oppo-
694site trend (see Tables V and VIII, V grade, GoodþFair)
695which is driven by a reduced RT and seems to indicate
696that they are more resilient to this type of noise.
697• Worse listening conditions: in this cases “adaptation” may
698occur, that is an increase of listening efficiency during the
699lesson period, and this was strictly reported for Tr only in
700the worst strata for grade V, whilst similar cases in IV and
701III grades failed the significance testing. A partial
702“adaptation” concerning A noise in grades III and IV was
703reported and this was considered as an indication that a

TABLE X. (Adapted from Ref. 20) Listening efficiency (DE); results of the ordering of the lesson-averaged data for the classes. Abbreviations and meaning

of symbols as in Table IXAQ5 .

Grade

Strata

Bad Poor Fair Good FairþGood

III A¼Tp¼Tr A¼Tp¼Tr A < Tp 5 Tr A 5 Tp < Tr A < Tp < Tr

IV A¼Tp¼Tr A¼Tp¼Tr A < Tp A 5 Tp < Tr A < Tp < Tr

V Tr < Tp 5 A A¼Tp¼Tr A 5 Tp < Tr A¼Tp¼Tr A < Tp < Tr
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704 more recent past exposure to a similar noise can have a

705 measurable effect on children’s effort in the speech recep-
706 tion process under noise.
707 • Aside the peculiar case of A where a partial trend was

708 depicted, younger pupils (III grade) failed to show signifi-

709 cant trends in listening efficiency in either better or worse

710 conditions. The reason for this occurrence needs more spe-

711 cific evaluation; altogether the data presented in Sec. V

712 for Tr noise between V and IV seem to provide a descrip-

713 tion of the way the proficiency of pupils is developed with

714 the age. In particular an enhancement of IS loss (less accu-

715 racy) and RT increase (more effort) in IV grade with

716 respect to V grade was reported in Table VIII for Tr. Thus

717 one can argue that an improvement of the resiliency to

718 noise during the course of the lesson should be considered

719 as part of the developmental proficiency in speech recep-
720 tion under adverse conditions.

721 The subjective responses of pupils collected by accuracy

722 and latency measures are the results of acoustically complex

723 and interlinked phenomena, whose simultaneous control is

724 problematic in the working classroom. In fact temporal fine

725 structure, frequency span, intensity and spatial attributes of

726 noise are all involved at various degree in the noise intrusion

727 effect, and also the attention-capture potential of noise is

728 especially important for children. Thus, since the standar-

729 dized tools such as STI are restricted to the energetic mask-

730 ing acted by noise on speech,34 they are not entirely

731 adequate to provide a complete description of the phenom-

732 enon, and further or alterative information is necessary.

733 Different and sophisticated methods to predict speech intelli-

734 gibility have been developed, also for resolving some of the

735 limits of STI under critical conditions (see for instance Refs.

736 35 and 36) and also a much simplified approach was

737 depicted for classrooms.37 Nonetheless, no method is cur-

738 rently available to predict in a simple and reliable way the

739 effort put in the reception process. An objective design crite-

740 ria correlating not only with accuracy (i.e., items correctly

741 judged) but with the subjective performance under various

742 noise conditions would be an extremely valuable tool in the

743 room acoustical design process when optimizing spaces for

744 learning. In fact it is believed that, in a perspective, future

745 regulations shall consider not only energetic masking or

746 reverberation time limits but shall specify which features of

747 noise and to what extent they have to be controlled in order
748 to warrant a given level of performance in the classroom.
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